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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Validation Summary Report (VSR) summarizes the results ar. conclusions

of validation testing performed on the HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada Compiler
(Ada/300), Revision 1.4, using Version 1.8 of the Ada® Compiler Validation
Capability (ACVC). The Ada/300 was tested on the following five
configurations:

" HP 9000 Series 200 Model 220 under HP-UXd Revision 5.141

" HP 9000 Series 300 Model, 310t under HP-UX,,RevIsion 5.141
" HP 9000 Series 300 Model 320 under HP-UX, Revision 5.141
" HP 9000 Series 300 Model" 330, under HP-UX, ,Revision 5.19,
" HP 9000 Series 300 Model 350 under HP-UX, /Revlsion 5.19

On-site testing was performed ,8 December 1986 through 11 December 1986 at
Hewlett Packard in Cupertino CA, under the direction of the Ada Validation
Facility (AVF),,according to Ada Validation Organization (AVO) policies and
procedures. ->The AVF identified 2102 of the 2399 tests in ACVC Version 1.8

to be processed during on-site testing of the compiler. The 19 tests

withdrawn at the time of validation testing, as well as the 278 executable

tests that make use of floatirg-point precision exceeding that supported by
the implementation, were not processed. - After -he 2102 tests were
processed, results for Class A, C, D, or E tests were examined for correct
execution. Com-ilation listings for Class B tests were analyzed for

correct diagnosis of syntax and semantic errors. Compilation and link
results of Class L tests were analyzed for correct detection of errors.
There were 21 of the processed tests determined to be inapplicable. The
remainIng 2081 tests were passed.

The results of validation are summarized in the following table:

RESULT CHAPTER TOTAL

_2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Passed 93 206 280 246 161 97 134 262 121 32 217 232, 2081

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 23 119 140 1 0 0 5 0 9 0 1 1 299

Withdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 19

TOTAL 116 330 425 247 161 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399

The AVF concludes that these results demonstrate acceptable conformity to

ANSI/ML-STD-1815A Ada.

®Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Government

(Ada Joint Program Office).
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This Validation Summary Report (VSR) summarizes the results and conclusions
of validatior testing performed or. the HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada Compiler
(Ada/300), Revision 1.4, using Version 1.8 of the Ada, Compiler Valldation
Capability (ACVC). The Ada/300 was tested on the following five
confi gurations:

. HP 9000 Series 200 Model 220 under HP-UX, Revision 5.141

. HP 9000 Series 300 Model 310 under HP-UX, Revision 5.141
S-LP 9000 Series 300 Model 320 under HP-UX, Revision 5.141
* HP 9000 Series 300 Model 330 under HP-UX, Revision 5.19
* HP 9000 Series 300 Model 350 under HP-UX, Revision 5.19

On-tite testing was performed 8 December 1986 through 11 December 1986 at
Hewlett Packard in Cupertino CA, under the direction of the Ada Validation

NFacility (AVF), according to Ada Validation Organization (AVO) policies and
procedures. The AVF identified 2102 of tne 2399 tests in ACVC Version 1.8
to be processed during on-site testing of the ccmpiler. The 19 tests
withdrawn at the time of validation testing, as well as the 278 executable
tests that make use of floating-point precision exceeding that supported by
tne Implementation, were not processed. After the 2102 tests were
processed, results for Class A, C, D, or E tests were examined for correct
execution. Compilation listings for Class B tests were analyzed for
correct diagnosis of syntax and semantic errors. Compilation and link
results of Class L tests were analyzed for correct detection of errors.
There were 21 of the processed tests determined to be inapplicable. The
remaining 2081 tests were passed.

The results of validation are sumnarized in the following table:

RESULT CHAPTER TOTAL
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Passed 93 206 280 246 161 97 134 262 121 32 217 232 2081

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 23 119 140 1 0 0 5 0 9 0 1 1 299

Withdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 19

TOTA. 116 330 425 247 161 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399q

e The AVF concludes that these results demonstrate acceptable conformity to
ANSI/.-STD-1815A Ada.

*Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Government
(Ada Joint Program Office).
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CHAPTER 1

iNTRODUCTION

This Validation Summary Report (VSR) describes the extent to which a
specific Ada compiler conforms to the Ada Standard, ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A.
This report explains all technical terms used within it and thoroughly
reports the results of testing this compiler using the Ada Compiler
Validation Capability (ACVC). An Ada compiler must be implemented
according to the Ada Standard, and any implementation-dependent features
must conform to the requirements of the Ada Standard. The Ada Standard
must be implemented in its entirety, and nothing can be implemented that is
not in the Standard.

Even though all validated Ada compilers conform to the Ada Standard, it
must be understood that some differences do exist between implementations.
The Ada Standard permits some implementation dependencies--for example, the

maximum length of identifiers or the maximum values of integer types.
Other differences between compilers result from characteristics of
particular operating systems, hardware, or implementation strategies. All
of the dependencies observed during the process of testing this compiler
are given in this report.

* The information in this report i.s derived from the test results produced
* during validation testing. The validation process includes submitting a

siite of standardized tests, the ACVC, as inputs to an Ada compiler and
*. evaluating the results. The purpose of validating is to ensure corformity

* of the compiler to the Ada Standard by testing that the compiler properly
implements legal language constructs and that it identifies and rejects
illegal language constructs. The testing also identifies behavior that is
implementation dependent but permitted by the Ada Standard. Six classes of
tests are used. These tests are designed to perform checks at compile
time, at link time, and during execution.

1-1
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iNT RODU CT ION

1.1 PUR.?OSE OF THIS VAL:DATION SUMMARY REPORT

Tnis VSR documents the -esults of the validation testing performed on a n
Ada compiler. Testing was carried out 'or the following purposes:

* To attept to identify any language constructs supported by the
compiler that do not conform to the Ada Standard

* To attempt to identify any unsupported language constructs
required by the Ada Standard

* To determine that the implementatlon-dependent behavior Is allowed

by the Ada Standard

Testing of this compiler was conducted by SofTech, Inc., under the

direction of the AVF according to policies and procedures established by
the Ada Validation Organization (AVO). On-site testing was conducted from

8 December 1986 through 11 December 1986 at Hewlett Packard in Cupertino
CA.

1.2 USE OF THIS VALIDATION SUMAARY REPORT

Consistent with the national laws of the originating country, the AVO may
make full and free public diFlcsure of this report. in the United States,
this is provided in accordance with the "Freedom of Information Act" (5
U.S.C. #552). The results of this validation apply only to the computers,
operating systems, and compiler versions identified in this report.

The orgarizations represented on the signature page of this report do not
represent or warrant that all statements set forth in this report are
accurate and complete, or that the subject compiler has no nonconformities
to the Ada Standard other than those presented. Coples of this report are
available to the public from:

Ada Information Clearinghouse

0 Ada Joint Program Office
OUS DRE
'7he Pentagon, Rm 3D-139 (Fern Street)
Washington DC 20301-3081

or from:

Ada Validation Facility
ASD/SCOL
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6503

1-2
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uestiors regarding this report or the val'Zat'-or, test result shold be
dtrected to the AVF listed aoove or to:

Ada Validation Orgarnization
Tnstitute for Defense Analyses
1301 North Beauregard Street
Alexandria VA 22311

1.3 REFE REIN CES

1. Reference Manual for the Ada Programmiiag !anguage,
ANSI/MIL-STD-1819A, FEB 1983.

2. Ada Validation Orgarnzation: Procedures and Guidelines, Ada Joint
Program Office, 1 JAN 1987.

3. Ada Compiler Validation Capability implementers' Guide, SofTech,
Snc., DEC 1984.

1.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

ACV C The Ada Compiler Validation Capability. A set of programs
% that evaluates the conformity of a compiler to the Ada

language specification, ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A.

Ada Standard ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, February 1983.

Applicant The agency requesting validation.

AVF The Ada Validation Facility. 7n the context of this report,

the AVF is responsible for conducting compiler validations
according to established policies and procedures.

AVO The Ada Validation Organization. in the context of this
report, the AVO is responsible for setting procedures for

, compiler validations.

Compiler A processor for the Ada language. n the context of this
report, a compiler is any language processor, including
cross-compilers, translators, and interpreters.

Failed test A test for which the compiler generates a result that
demonstrates nonconformity to the Ada Standard.

Host The computer on which the compiler resides.

1-3
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-naPi-Ca:ie A test that uses featf- ' of te ianguage tnrt a:
*', test not required to support or may legitL-mately support in a way

other than the one expected oy the test.

Passed test A test for which a compiler generates the expected result.

Target The computer for which a compiler generates code.

Test A program that checks a compiler's conformity regarding a
particular feature or features to the Ada Standard. Tn the
context of this report, the term is used to design ate a
single test, which may comprise one or more files.

Withdrawn A test found to be incorrect and not used to check conformity
test to the Ada language specification. A test may be incorrect

because it has an invalid test objective, fails to meet its
test objective, or contains illegal or erroneous use of the
language.

1.5 ACVC TEST CTLASSES

Conformity to the Ada Standard is measured using the ACVC. The ACVC

contains both legal and illegal Ada programs structured into six test
" casses: A, B, C, D, E, and L. The first letter of a test name identifies
the class to which it belongs. Class A, C, D, and E tests are executable,
and special program units are used to report their results during
execution. Class B tests are expected to produce compilation errors.
Class L tests are expected to produce link errors.

Class A tests check that legal Ada programs can be successfully cmpiled
and executed. However, no checks are performed during execution to see if
the test objective has been met. For example, a Class A test checks that
reserved words of another language (other than those already reserved in
the Ada language) are not treated as reserved words by an Ada compiler. A
Class A test is passed if no errors are detected at compile time and tie

*. program executes to produce a PASSED message.

Class B tests check that a compiler detects illegal language usage. Class
3 tests are not executable. Each test in this class is cmpiled and the
resulting compilation listing is examined to verify that every syntax or
semantic error in the test is detected. A Class B test is passed if every
illegal construct that it contains is detected by the compiler.

Class C tests check that legal Ada programs can be correctly compiled and
executed. Each Class C test Is self-checking and produces a PASSED,
FAILED, or NOT APPLICABLE message indicating the result when it is
executed.

Class D tests check the compilation and execution capacities of a compiler.
Since there are no capacity requirements placed on a compiler oy the Ada
Standard for some parameters--for example, the number of identifiers

1-4
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permitted in a cc-ilatiun or t::e nr-er of units irn a l!brary--a cca7Iler
may refLse t: 2omaIle a Z1ass ) test and still De a conforming compiler.
Terefo. e, if a Class D test fals to compile because the capacity of tne
compiler is exceezet, the test is class'fed as inapplicable. Tf a Zlass D
test compiles successfully, it is self-cnecking and produces a PASSED or
FA7LED message durirg execut on.

Each Class E test Is self -cnec irig and produces a NCT APPLICABLE, PASSFD,

or FAKIED message when It is compiled and executed. However, the Ada
Standard permits an imllementat'.on to reject programs containing some
features addressed by Class E tests during compilation. Therefore, a Class
E test is passed by a compiler if it is compiled successfully and executes
to produce a PASSED message, or If it is rejected by the compiler for an
allowable reason.

Class L tests check that incomplete or illegal Ada programs Involving
multiple, separately compiled units are detected and not allowed to
execute. Class L tests are compiled separately and execution is attempted.
A Class L test passes if it is rejected at link time--that is, an attempt
to execute the main program must generate an error message beforc any
declarations in the main program or any units referenced by the main
program are elaborated.

Two library units, the package REPORT and the procedure CHECK FILE, support
the self-checking features of the executable tests. The package REPORT

provides the mechanism by which executable tests report PASSED, FAILED, or
NOT APPLICABLE results. It also provides a set of identity functions used
to defeat some compiler optimizations allowed by the Ada Standard that
would circumnvent a test objective. The procedure CHECK FILE is used to
check the contents of text files written by some of the Class C tests for

* chapter 14 of the Ada Standard. The operation of these units is checked by
a set of executable tests. These tests produce messages that are examined

to verify that the urints are operati.g correctly. If these units are not

operating correctly, then tne validation is not attempted.

The text of the tests in the ACVC follow conventions that are intended to
ens ue that the tests are reasonably portable without modification. For

example, the tests make use of only the basic set of 55 characters, contain
lines with a maximum length of 72 characters, use small numeric values, and
place features that may not be supported by all implementations in separate
tests. However, some tests contain values that require the test to be
customized according to implementation-specific values-for example, an
illegal file name. A list of tne values used for tis validation is

provided in Appendix C.
I

A compiler must correctly process each of the tests in the suite and

demonstrate corformity to the Ada Standard by either meeting the pass
lcriteria given for the test or by showing that the test is irrapplicable to

the Implementation. Any test that was determined to contain an illegal
language construct or an erroneous language construct is withdrawn from the

ACVC and, therefore, Is not used in testing a compiler. The tests

withdrawn at the time of validation are given in Appendix D.

1-5
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CHAPTER 2

CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

2.1 CONFIGURATION TESTED

The candidate compilation system for this validation was tested under the
following configurations:

Compiler: HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada Compiler, Revision 1.4

ACVC Version: 1.8

Certificate Expiration Date: 10 March 1988

Host and Target Computers:

Machine Operating System Memory Size

HP 9000 Series 200 Model 220 HP-UX, Revision 5.141 7.5 megabytes
F? 9000 Series 300 Model 310 i-UX, Revision 5.141 7.0 megabytes
HP 9000 Series 300 Model 320 HP-UX, Revision 5.141 7.0 megabytes
HP 9000 Series 300 Model 330 HP-UX, Revision 5.19 4.0 megabytes
HP 9000 Series 300 Model 350 HP-UX, Revision 5.19 4.0 megabytes

2.2 IMPLEMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS

One of the purposes of validating compilers is to determine the behavior of
a canpiler in those areas of the Ada Standard that permit implementations
to differ. Class D and E tests specifically check for such implementation
differences. However, tests in other classes also characterize an
implementation. This compiler is characterized by the following
interpretations of the Ada Standard:

2-1
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Capacities.

The compiler correctly processes tests coantra in loop stat men's
nested to ;5 levels, block statements nested to b: levels, -a
recursive procedures separately compiled as subunits nested to "7
levels. It correctly processes a compilation containing 723
variables in the same declarative part. (See tests D55A03A..H (d
tests), D56001B, D64005E..G (3 tests), and D2902JK.)

Universal integer calculations.

An implementation is allowed to reject universal integer
calculations having values that exceed SYSTEM.ALAXINT. This
implementation does not reject such calculations and processes
them correctly. (See tests D4AOO2A, D4AOO2B, D4AOO4A, and
D4AO04B.)

Predefined types.

This implementation supports the additional predefined types

SHORTINTEGER and LONGINTEGER in the package STANDARD. (See
tests B86001C and B86001D.)

Based literals.

An implementation is allowed to reject a based literal with a
value exceeding SYSTEM.MAX INT during compilation, or it may raise

NUMERIC ERROR or CONSTRAINT ERROR during execution. This
implementation raises NUMERIC ERROR during execution. (See test
E2410A.)

Array types.

An implementation is allowed to raise NUMERIC ERROR or
CONSTRAINT ERROR for an array having a ' LENGTH that exceeds
STANDARD. INTEGER'LAST and/or SYSTEM.MAX INT.

A packed BOOLEAN array having a 'LENGTH exceeding INTEGER'LAST
does not raise an exception. (See test C52103X.)

A packed two-dimensional BOOEAN array wit more t*-4an INTER'I.AST
components raises CONSTRAINT ERROR when the length of a dimension
is calculated and exceeds INTEGER'LAST. (See test C52104Y.)

A null array with one dimension of length greater than
INTEGER'L.AST may raise NUMERIC ERROR or CONSTRAINT ERROR either
when declared or assigned. Alternatively, an implementation may
accept the declaration. However, lengths must match in array

d slice assignments. This implementation accepts the declaration.

2-2
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(See test E52*03Y.)

in assigning on -dimenstonal array types, he expr-ss1n appears
to oe evaluated in its entirety before CONSTRAINT ERRDR is raised
when checking whether the expressfon's subtype is compatible with
the target's subtype. In assigning two-dimensional array types,
the expression d3s not appear to be evaluated in its entIrety
before CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised when checking whether the
expression's subtype is compatible with the target's subtype.
(See test C52013A.)

Discriminated types.

During compilation, an implementation is allowed to either accept
or reject an incomplete type with dlscriminants that is used in an
access type definition with a compatible dlscriminant constraint.
This implementation accepts such subtype indications. (See test
E38104A.)

In assigning record types with dlscrlminants, the expression
appears to be evaluated in its entirety before CONSTRAINT ERROR is

raised when checking whether the expression's subtype is
compatible with the target's subtype. (See test C52013A.)

Aggregates.

In the evaluation of a multi-dimensIonal aggregate, all choices
appear to be evaluated before checking against the index type.
(See tests C43207A and C43207B.)

in the evaluation of an aggregate containing subaggregates, all
choices are not evaluated before being checked for identical
bounds. (See test E43212B.)

All choices are evaluated before CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised if a
bound in a nonnull range of a nonnull aggregate does not belong to
an index subtype. (See test E43211B.)

Functions.

An implementation may allow the declaration of a parameterless
function and an enumeration literal having the same profile in the
same immediate scope, or it may reject the function declaration.
If it accepts the function declaration, the use of the enumeration
literal's identifier denotes the function. This implementation
rejects the declaration. (See test E66001D.)

2-3
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Representation clauses.

The Ada Standard does not require an iplemenatn to support

representation clauses. If a representation clause is not

supported, then the implementation must reject it. While the

operation of representation clauses is not cnecked by Version 1.8
of the ACVC, they are used in testing other language features.

This implementation rejects 'SIZE and 'STORAGESIZE for tasks,
'STORAGE SIZE for collections, and 'SMALL clauses. Enumeration
representation clauses, including those that specify noncontiguous

values, appear not to be supported. (See tests C55B16A, C87B62A,
C87B62B, C87B62C, and BC002A.)

" Pragmas.

The pragma IN.INE is not supported for procedures or functions.
(See tests CA3004E and CA3004F.)

Input/output.

The package SEQUENTIAL _O can be Instantiated with unconstrained

array types and record types with dlscriminants. The package

DIRECT _O can be Instantiated with unconstrained array types and

record types with discriminants without defaults. However, any

call to OPEN or CREATE of such instances of DIRECT _O with these

types raises an exception. (See tests AE2101C, AE2101H, CE2201D,

CE2201E, and CE240OD.)

An existing text file can be opened in OUT FILE mode and can be

created in both OUTFILE and IN FILE modes. (See test EE3102C.)

More than one internal file can be associated with each external

file for text I/O for both reacng and writing. (See tests
CE3111A..E (5 tests).)

More than one internal file can be associated with each external
file for sequential I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests
CE2107A..F (6 tests).)

More than one internal file can be associated with each external

file for direct I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests

CE2107A..F (6 tests).)

An external file associated with more than one internal file can
be deleted. (See test CE2110B.)

Temporary sequential and direct files are given a name. Temporary
files given names are deleted when they are closed. (See tests

CE2108A and CE2108C.)

2-4
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Generics.

Body and subunits of a genpr~c unit must be in tne same
compilation as the specification if instantlations precede tnem.
(See tests CA2009C, CA2009F, and BC3P05D.)

2-5



CHAPTER 3

TEST INFOIAMATION

3.1 TEST RESULTS

Version 1.8 of the ACVC contains 2399 tests. When validation testing of
the HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada Compiler (Ada/300), Revision 1.4, was
performed, 19 tests had been withdrawn. The remaining 2380 tests were

* potentially applicable to this validation. The AVF determined that 299
tests were inapplicable to this implementation, and that the 2081
applicable tests were passed by the implementation.

The AVF concludes that the testing results demons'r'atp acceptable
* conformity to the Ada Standard.

9 3.2 SUM4ARY OF TEST RESULTS BY CLASS

RESULT TEST CLASS TOTAL
__ _ __ _ __ _ A B C D E I. ____

Passed 69 864 1076 17 1i 44 2081

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 0 3 292 0 2 2 2-99

Withdrawn 0 7 12 0 0 0 -,9

TOTAL 69 8714 1380 17 13 46 2T;99

3-1
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TEST INR..T N

3.3 SUMARY OF TEST RESUITS BY CHAPTER

RESUI.T CHAPTER TOTAL.
_ _ _ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -0 -P ' 4

Passed 93 206 280 246 161 97 134 262 121 32 217 232 2081

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 23 119 140 ' 0 0 5 0 9 0 It 299

Withdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 i 1 2 4 0 i 0 19

TOTAL 116 330 425 247 !61 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399

3.4 WITHDRAWN TESTS

The following 19 tests were withdrawn from ACVC Version 1.8 at the time of

this validation:

C32114A C41404A B74101B BC3204C
Bp B33203C B45116A C87B50A

C34018A C48008A C92005A
C35904A B49006A C940ACA

B37401A B4AO10C CA3005A..D (4 tests)

See Appendix D for the reason that each of these tests was withdrawn.

3.5 INAPPITCABLE TESTS

Som,. tests do not apply to all compilers because they make use of features

that a compiler is not required by the Ada Standard to support. Others may
depend on the result of another test that is either inapplicable or
withdrawn. For this validation attempt, 299 tests were inapplicable for

* the reasons indicated:

" C34001F and C35702A use SHORTFLOAT which is not supported by this
compiler.

" C34001G and C35702B use ILONGFLOAT which is not supported by this
.compiler.

" C55B16A makes use of an enumeration representation clause

containing noncontiguous values which is not supported by this
compiler.
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B6oOD requires a predefined numeric 'ype otner than those
defined by the Ada language in package STANDARD. There is no such
type for this implementatIon.

%86OOF redefines package SYSTEM, but TEXT_!O is mace obsolete :y
tnis new definItIon in tnis implementation and the test cannct be
executed since the package REPORT is dependent cn the pacagp
TEXTTO.

C87B62A..C 3 tests) use length clauses whicn ar- not supported Dy
this compiler. The length clause is rejected during compilation.

bA20OE requires that duplicate names of subunits with a common
ancestor be detected at compile time. This implementation detects
"he error at link time, and the AVO ruled that this behavior is
acceptable.

CA2009C, CA2009F, and BC3205D compile the body and subunits of a
generic unit in separate compilation files. For this
implementation, the body and subunits of a generic unit must be in
the same compilation as the specification if Instantiatlons

.N precede them.

e . CA3004E, EA3004C, and I.A3004A use INLINE pragma for procedures
which is not supported by this compiler.

CA3004F, EA3004D, and LA3OO41 use INLINE pragma for functions
which is not supported by this compiler.

CE2401D uses an Instantiation of package DIRECT 10 with
unconstrained array types and record types with dlscrimlnants
without defaults. In this implementation, the exception USE ERROR
is raised upon a call to OPEN or CREATE of such instances.

The following 278 tests require a floating-point accuracy that
exceeds the maximum of 6 supported by the implementation:

C24113C..Y (23 tests) C35708C..Y (23 tests) C4542!C..Y (23 tests)
C35705C..Y (23 tests) C35802C..Y (23 tests) C45424C..Y (23 tests)
C35706C..Y (23 tests) C45241C..Y (23 tests) C45524C..Z (24 tests)
C35707C..Y (23 tests) C4532IC..Y (23 tests) C45621C..Z (24 tests)

3.6 SPLIT TESTS

If one or more errors do not appear to have been detected in a Class B test
because of compiler error recovery, then the test is split into a set of
smaller tests that contain the undetected errors. These splits are thpn
compiled and examined. The splitting process continues until all errors
are detcted by the compiler or until there is exactly one error per split.
Any Class A, Class C, or Class E test that cannot be compiled and executed
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be:!ause of its s9'ze tq spi't tnto a set of smaller subtest.9 that ar. be

processed.

Splits were required for 15 Clas B teqts.

B32202A B43201D B91004A

B32202B B61012A B95069A
B32202C B62001B B95069B
B33001A B74401F BAI101B
B37004A B74401R BC3205C

3.7 ADDITIONAL TESTING INFORMATION

3.7.1 Prevalidation

Prior to validation, a set of test results for ACVC Version 1.8 produced by
. the Ada/300 was submitted to the AVF by the applicant for review. Analysis
-* of these results demonstrated that the compiler successfully passed all

applicable tests, and the compiler exhibited the expected behavior on all
inapplicable tests.

3.7.2 Test Method

Testing of the Ada/300 using ACVC Version 1.8 was conducted on-site by a
validation team from the AVF. The configuration consisted of an HP 9000
Seres 300 Model 320 operating under HP-UX, Version 5.141. Two identical
computers were used in testing the compiler. The following four
configurations were also tested using a subset of the ACVC:

* HP 9000 Series 200 Model 220 under HP-UX, Revision 5.141
. HP 9000 Series 300 Model 310 under HP-UX, Revision 5.141
. HP 9000 Series 300 Model 330 under HP-UX, Revision 5.19
. HP 9000 Series 300 Model 350 under HP-UX, Revision 5.19

0
A magnetic tape containing all tests except for withdrawn tests and tests
requiring unsupported floating-point preclslons was taken on-sIte by the
validation team for processing. Tests that make use of
Implementation-specific values were customized before being written to the
magnetic tape. Tests requiring splits during the prevalidation testing
were included in their split form on the magnetic tape.

The contents of the magnetic tape were loaded onto an HP 9000 Series 200.
The tests were accessed from the Series 200 Model 220 computer via the
local area network. The full set of tests was compiled, linked, and
executed as appropriate on the two Series 300 Model 320 computers. Results

Swere transferred over the network to either a Series 300 Model 350 or a
Series 500 Model 530 and printed.
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A subset of tne ACVC, Vers'on 1.8, was run on a Seri-es 200 Model 220 a nd a
Series 30J Model 310, Model 330, and MXodel 3%0. The subset of sixty tests
consisted of five tests selected at random from all classes of tests witnin
each chapter. The tests were compiled, linked, and executed as app:-'r'ate
on each host/target computer. The test results were tne same as those
reviewed for the Series 300 Model 320 on which full testing was performed.

The compiler was tested using command scripts provided by Hewlett Packard
anJ reviewed by the validation team. The following options were in effect

* for testing:

Option Effect

-L Generate a listing
-P 24 List page length (24 lines)
-e 999 Terminate compilation if the error count exceeds 999
-c Suppress automatic linking of program
-W c, -STUBS Places the code and symbol table information for

instantiated units into the Ada library as distinct
and separate units in the library (one unit in the
library per instantiated generic). This option is
used to decrease the possibility of exceeding the
symbol table capacity when InstantiatIng generic
uni ts.

Test outp'ut, compilation listings, job logs, and the compiler and its
environment were captured on magnetic tape and archived at the AVF. The
listings examined on-sIte by the validation team were also archived.

3.7.3 Test Site

The validation team arrived at Hewlett Packard in Cupertino CA on 8
December 1986, and departed after testing was campleted on 11 December
1986.

Source files were read across a local area network which was not dedicated
to ory tested systems, so saae delay may have been introduced by local
area network traffic.
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APPENDTX A

COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

H-ewlett Packard has submitted the following compliance
statement concerning the HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada
Compiler (Ada/300), Revision 7.4.
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COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

Compliance Statement

Configurations:

Compiler: HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada-'Compiler, Revision 1.4

Test Suite: Ada Compiler Validation Capability, Version 1.8

Host and Target Computers:

Machine: HP 9000 Series 200 Model 220
Operating System: HP-UX, Revision 5.141

le Machine: HP 9000 Series 300 Model 310

Operating System: HP-UX, Revision 5.141

Machine: HP 9000 Series 300 Model 320
Operating System: HP-UX, Revision 5.141

Machine: HP 9000 Series 300 Model 330
Operating System: HP-UX, Revision 5.19

Machine: HP 9000 Series 300 Model 350
Operating System: HP-UX, Revision 5.19

Hewlett Packard has made no deliberate extensions to the Ada language

standard.

Hewlett Packard agrees to the public disclosure of this report.

Hewlett Packard agrees to comply with the Ada trademark policy, as defined
by the Ada Joint Program Office.

7it'; L d t- ; Date: /2/ _ _

Hewlett 'Packard
Dave Graham
Ada Project Manager

' Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Government

(Ada Joint Program Office).
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX F JF THE Ada STANDARD

Tiie only allowed implementation dependencies correspond to implementati on-
dependent pragmas, to certain machine-dependent conventions as mentioned in
chapter 13 of MIL.-STD-18i5A, and to certain allowed restrictions on
representation classes. The implementation-dependent characteristics of
the HP 9000 Series 200/300 Ada Compiler (Ada/300), Revision 1.4, are
described in the following sections which discuss topics in Appendix F of

* the Ada Language Reference Manual (ANSI/Ml.-STD-18'5A). The specification
of the package STANDARD is also included in this appendix.



Appendix F
Implementation-Dependent

Characteristics for the HP Ada
Compilation System

'

',

F.1 Form and Effect of
Implementation-Dependent Pragmas

Pragmas INTERFACE and INTERFACENAME

Ada programs can interface with subprograms written in C and Assembler. This interface is possible
through use of the predefined pragmas INTERFACE and INTERFACE-NAME.

The pragma INTERFACE informs the compiler that a non-Ada object is supplied when the Ada program is
linked. The pragma specifies the name of the interfaced subprogram, the other programming language
being interfaced to, ard implicitly, the parameter calling conventions corrsponding to that language.

The implenentation-defined pragma INTERFACE_..NAME Laociates an alternative name with a non-Ada

subprogram that has been specified to the Ada program via the pragma INTERFACE.

The two pragmas take the fcrm:

pragma INTERFACE (language_name, subprogramname);

pragma INTERFACE NAME (subprogramname, string);

where:

langua q_namv is either C or ASSEMBLER.

subprogr.m _naji is the name used within the Ada program when referring to :he
interfaced subprogram.

string is the external name of the subprogram. This name is literal and case s

significant.
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The ;raz~ma :-;F4CE %'AE is not rec";red- If omnitted. 'he riame :f -he '&

Pragma :VTERFACE is used, with all alphabetic characters shifted to !c er .a~e P-iZ7'a
:NTt.;FACE Yf14 must be used when the interfaced subpr:,grarn namne ::ntains :ha.-acte-s nraceti.
witi \,I a-iles. cr %4hen .he :nterfaced prc zrarrn nafre ,, nta:rs in ;7pr a se .eter

If the :nter i'a~ s~ibprogram language is C, a modification )the name of the irntertace :c;bpr-gram is
made by the ;ompiler. This modification precedes the truncated narne with an underscore cnara, ter
Th.s modif;cat:on corforms to the naming conventions used by the hrike- for subprograms written in C

Pragma INTERFACE__ NAME is allowed at the same places of an Ada program as the -ragm. B'YTE(FACE
see Reference WIanual top the Ada Programming Language, Appendix B). The pragma INTE;FACE %'A"'E

must follow the corresponding INTERFACE pragma declaration.

EXAMPLE

package SAMPLE LIS is
funct ion SAMPLE DEVICE (X:INTEGER) return INTEGER;
function PROCESS SAMPLE (X:INTEGER) return INTEGER;

private
pragma INTERFACE (ASSEMELER, SAMPLE DEVICE);

pragma INTERFACE (C, PROCESS SAMPLET;
pragma INTERFACE-NAME (SAMPLE-DEVICE, "DEV1O');

*'4 pragma INTERFACE-NAME (PROCESS-SAMPLE, "psanple);
end SAMPLELIS;

% To avoid conflicts with the Ada run-time -.Vern, the names of interfaced subprograms should not begin
with the letters ALSY, in any combination of upper and lower case.

F.2 Name and Type of
Implementation-Dependent Attributes
There are no implementation dependent attributes available to the user.
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type ELE-ENT Tv=E is pr:vate;

prccedure STRE (:NTO : ADCRESS; OBJECT ELEMENT T,'E);

end S'-S-EM;

F.4 Restrictions on Representation Clauses

- Representation clauses are not supported. Any program containing representation clauses is illegal an-
rejected at compile-time. Use of the pragma PACK results in a warning that the pragma is not suppcr'eJ

F.5 Conventions for Implementation-Generated
Names
There are no implementation-generated names available to the user.

*- F.6 Interpretation of Expressions Appearing in
Address Clauses
Address clauses are not supported.

- F.7 Restrictions on Unchecked Type Conversions

Unchecked conversions are allowed between any types implemented in the same physical size.

F.8 Implementation-Dependent Characteristics
of the I/O Packages
The Reference Manual for the Ada Programing Language defines the predef":ned input-output packages
hs.ed below. Use of the facilities provided by these packages is descr-bed. T!.c ;ckajge Z EXCEPT::,NS
specifies exceptions used by the other packages. LOW LEVEL 1O is not implenented. There :s no direct

* correspondence between HP-UX and Ada low-level I/O.

SEQUENTIAL 10 (Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Lnguuge, 14 2 3)
DIRECT 10 (Reference Manual for the Ada Programming L i guage, 14 2. 5)

TEXT IO (Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Language, 1 4 3. 1 0)
I_EXCEPTIONS (Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Languaee, 14 5)

'4- B-5
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Correspondence between External Files and HP-UX Files

-%.a I/O is considered in terms of external files Data :s read frsn and j.-r tten to external :'es E _-
eiternai file is :mrlemented as a standard HP-LX fie. Before an external fie can be used by in 4 a
program, it must be associated with a file object belonging to that program. This association is ach:e. J
by supplying the name of the file object and the name of the externdl file to the procedures CPE*TE r
OPEN of the predefined I/O packages. Once this association has been made, the external file can be real
from or written to with the file object.

The name of the external file can be either of the following:

" Null string (CREATE only)
* HP-LX pathname

If the name is a null string, the associated external files is a temporary file, created using the HP-LX
facility tmpnam(3). This external file will cease to exist upon completion of the program.

If the external file is an HP-UX pathname, the pathname is extended in conformance with HP-UX rules
(see intro(2) in the HP-UX Reference Manual). The exception USE _ERROR is raised by the procedure
CREATE if the specified external file is a device. USE _ERROR is also raised for either OPEN or
CREATE if the user has insufficient access rights to the file.

If an existing external file is specified to the CREATE procedure,.the contents of that file will be deleted.
The recreated file is left open, as for a newly created file.

The execution of the procedures and functions of the predefined I/O
packages involves the use of the Ada run-time system and the possible
excution of a number of HP-UX I/O primitives. When such primitives are
executed, an HP-UX I/O signal could be raised (such signals are raised, for
example, if errors are detected during the processing of an I/O primitive).

If certain HP-UX I/0 signals are raised, they are caught and processed by
the Ada run-time system. This processing causes the appropriate Ada
exception to be raised. Such Ada exceptions can then be handled by the
Ada program.

Standard Implementation of External Files

External files have a number of implementation-dependent characteristics, such as their physical
organizaticn and file access rights. In the fu.ure, it will be poss-ble to custc:,.ze these cha.-ac'er:s:'cS
through the FORM parameter of the CREATE and OPEN procedures. At this writing, only the default of
FORM is supported, that is the null string. In addition, the functions FORM (of TEXT 10 and any
instAntiation of DIRECT 10 or SEQUENTIAL 10) return a null string. The exception USE ERROR is raised
should a non-null FORM string be given to the CREATE or OPEN procedures. The folowing secticn
describes the standard or default implementation of external files. It covers three types of external file
sequential, direct and text files. Default protection for external files is also described.

* B-6
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Sequential Files

F.or sequent:al access. the file s iee, is I ze;le,",e of "alues :hat i7e 'tr .Sferred :n 'he "r.er
appearance as Produced by the -rogram :r by the run-..me env:ronentj Each file zomrc .ent e.: ..

a sequential file has exactly the same binary representat:on as the Ada object in the executanle -rcgram

The information placed in a sequential file is dependent upon whether the type, used for the instantiati: n
* of the sequential I/0 packages, is constrained or unconstrained. If it is constrained, the ,,bjects are -,ut

consecutively into the file, without holes or separators. If the type is unconstrained, the length of the

object (in bytes) is added to the front of the object, as a 32-bit integer value. There is no buffer betv.een

the physical external file and the Ada program.

Direct Files

For direct access, the file is viewed as a set of elements occupying consecutive positions in a linear order.

The position of an element in a direct file is specified by its index, which is an integer in the range I to
(2"*3 )-I of subtype OSITIVE COUNT. Only objects of a constrained type can be written to or read from

a direct access file. Such objects have exactly the same binary representation as the Ada object in the
, executable program. Although instantiation of DIRECT 10 is accepted for unconstrained types, the

exception USE..ERROR is raised on any call to CREATE or OPEN where the object is of an unconstrained
%type.

All elements within the file have the same length. The number of bytes occupied by each element is

determined by the size of the object stored in the file. There is no buffer between the physical external

file and the Ada program.

Text Files

Text files are used for the input and output of information in human-readable form. Each text file is

read or written sequentially, as a sequence of characters grouped into lines, and as a sequence of lines

grouped into pages. All text file column numbers, line numbers, and page numbers are in the range I to
( 2"3 1)-I of subtype POSITIVE COUNT. The line terminator (end-of-line) is physically represented by
the ASCII character, ASCII.LF. The page terminator (end-of-page) is physically represented by a

successmon of the two characters, ASCII.LF and ASCII..CF, in that order. The file terminator

(end-of-file) is physically represented by the character ASCII.LF, followed by the HP-UX end-of-file.

The user who controls line, page, and file structure by calling predefined subprograms (Reference Manual

for the Ada Programming Language, 14. 3.4) need not be concerned with the above
terminator-implementation details. If structural control is effected by explicitly in."itting or outputting

these control characters (via the PUiT function, for example), it is the user's responsibility to ensure the

external file is maintained in a coherent state. The standard implementation of text files does not buffer
text file I/O. However, buffering is a device-dependent characteristic that can be modified at the system
level (for example, to buffer lines of text entered from a terminal). If a terminal is used for text input,

the functions END OFPAGE and END CFFILE always return FALSE.

%W Access Protection of External Files

HP-LX provides protection of a file by means of access rights. These rights are used within Ada
,eJ programs to protect external files. There are three !e.els of protection:

B-7
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" User tthe -. ner of the f:ie,.

" Group (users belonging to the owners group).

" Others ousers _elor.,-n. to hter groups).

For each of these levels, ic,:ess to the file can be limited to Dne -r se'eral of the follo 'w ng r:gnts -,?.,

write or execute. The .tandiard external file access rights are ipecif:ed by the u0ASK command ee

, uimusk( 7) and urwsk(2) in the HP-UX Reference Manual). Access rnghts apply equally to sequent:a.
,, direct, and text files.

.,.

The Sharing of External Files and Tasking Issues

Several file objects can be associated with .he same external file. These file objects can have identical :r

4s,'s differing I/O modes; each file object has independent access to the external file. The effects of sharnig in

external file depend on the nature of the file. The user must keep in mind the nature of the de Vi:e

attached to the file object and the sequence of 1/O operations on the device. Multiple I/O operations :n
an external file shared by several file objects are processed in the order they are received.

In the case of shared files on random access devices such as disks, the data is shared. Reading from one

file object does not affect the file positioning of another file object, nor the data available to it.
Simultaneous reading and writing of separate file objects to the same random access external file should
be avoided however, due to buffering, the effects are unpredictable.

In the case of shared files as sequential or interactive devices such as mag tapes or keyboards, the data is

no longer shared. In other words, a mag tape record or keyboard input buffer read by on, I/O operation

is no longer available the next operation, whether it is performed on the same file object or not. This is
simply due to the sequential nature of the device. By default, the Ada file objects represented ty

STANDARD IN and STANDARD OUT are preconnected to the HP-UX streams stdin and stdout see

stdio(5) ), and thus are of this sequential variety of file.

Each file operation is completed before a subsequent file operation commences. In a tasking program, 'his
means no explicit synchronization needs be performed unless the order of I/O operations is critical. An

Ada tasking program is erroneous if it depends on the order of I/O operations without explicitly

synchronizing them. Remember that the files associated with STANDARD _IN and STANDARDOUT
are shared by all tasks, and that care mulst be taken when Ada file objects use buffered I/O.

I/O Involving Access Types

When an object of an access type is specified as the source or destination of an I/O operation (write or

read), the 32-bit binary access value is read or written unchanged. If an access value is read from a file.

care should be taken to ensure that the access value so read, designates a sensible object. This is only

likely to be the case if the access value read was previously written by the same program that is reading it,

and the object which it designated at the time it was written still exists (that is, the scope in which it as
a.:ocated has nct been exited, nor hu an UNCHECKED DEALLOCATION been performed on it) A

program may execute erroneously if an access type read from a file does not designate a sensible object.

.I/O Involving Local Area Networks

Ada I/O can be used reliably across local area networks only if the network special files representing
remote file systems are contained in the directory net, as is .dstoniary.

B-8
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%: Implementation-Defined 1/0 Packages
v:rj r*VV :s t: e )rn!v :nplet-rentation-def ried 1/0 -package An Ada pr ramasr

e\ec-Jitlon tn%'17,ment. In partic-alar. there .s no jietequialent to the ar; ano_ ar;"' paat.'A e'e.--
ztain pro-gram.- In this implementaion, parameters ;anniot be passed to a procedure .ised as an Aja mi.n
-rcgram The hinder will not bind a program with parameters in its main program. The :npernen~a't;1n
predefined package UNIX_( NV enables an Ada program to retrieve information from the HP-L X

* environment. The specif ication of UNIX ENV is listed below and in Chapter 4 of -.he Ada User s Gt44de

package UNIX -ENV is
-This package enables an Ada program to retrieve informato, frsm
-its HP-UX environment.

-WARNING: The function ENT VALUE will not behave correctl.y if t -'e
-- program is linked with an interfrace C routine named

GETENV.

function ARG COUNT return POSITIVE;
Returns th~e number of arguments in the command line of the program

-(same as argc parameter of a C program); this number is always
-- Positive (the first argument being the name '-y which the program
-has been invoked).

function ARG VALUE (INDEX :in NATURAL) return STRING;
-Returns the INOEXth argument in the comand line of the program
-(same as arqidINOEXl parameter of a C program); if INDEX
-is )- ARC COUNT, the function will raise ILLEGAL AR3 INDEX
-- except.in.

ILLEGALARGINDEX :exception;

.Q function ENV VALUE (NAME :in STRING) return STRING;
- Returns the value of environment variable NAME (same as

%- getenL'(NAME) C function); if there is no environment function named
-NAME, the function will raise UNKNON NV NAME exception.

UNKNOWN ENV NAME :exception;

* type EXIT STATUS is range 0 .. 255;
IDeclared so that a variable of this type is constrained to 8
significant bits (as it may be tested under HP-UX) but implemented

-as a 16-bit integer (for the sake of C interface).

procedure SET EXIT -STATUS (STATUS ; in EXIT-STATUS);
-Sets the HP-UX exit status of the program. This status is 0 by
-default. Arty call to this procedure overrides the previous value
-of the status.

function EXECSHELL COMMAND (COMMAND :in STRING) return EXITSTATUS;
-- Pas~ses the given string as a command to the SH HP-UX Shell, waits
-until shell completion and returns the exit status of the shell.

end UNIX-ENV;
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Th use ofa ,i,;mer - -ese .cn:::ns is em :rs-razed 1-y 'he f 'ugexarn,-e --:mrma:.Z r.

WN pr'g I info I £nfc2

If applied !, 'his exampie the function ARC COUNT returns the -.a>,-e 3. ani the uttc
A R VALJEI'O), ARC VLJE( 7) and APO VALUE( 2) return the strings 'pr-ogl", "iafol .nd i~~
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* F.9 Interfaced Subprograms

Parameter and Result Passing Conventions

The following Ada types are not supported when passing parameters to, nor returning results frcm.
interfaces subprograms (as neither C nor ASSEMBLER recognize these types):

* Task types
9 Private types
* Fixed-point types

The result type of an interfaced subprogram is further restricted to be of a scalar or access type.

Subprogram parameters are passed on the stack in the reverse order of their declaration. Since this is the
C parameter-passing convention, interfaced subprograms written in C will automatically interface
properly. For interfaced subprograms written in ASSEMBLER, it is the programmer's responsibility to
follow the same convention.

- Three parameter passing mo es are supported for interfaced subprograms:

o In
e In Out
0 Out

'4.,

When passing scalar types (integer, real, character, or enumeration) or access types, to formal parameters
of mode in, each scalar or access type is passed as a copy of its value.

All supported types passed with modes in out or out, and array or records types passed with mode in,
are passed by reference (address). In particular, an access type passed as an in out or out parameter is
passed as the address of the access value (which is in turn the address of the object it designates); the
iesignated object is therefore doubly indirect within the interfaced subprogram.

I NOTE

No consistency checking is performed between the subprogram parameters
as declared in Ada and the corresponding parameters in the interfaced
subprogram.

If the 'ADDRESS of any object is passed to an interface subprogram, that
object is not protected from being updated by the interfaced subprogram.
Such objects, as well as parameters passed with mode in out or out (and
in for arrays and records), will have no run-time checks performed in
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heir ,nter.ts ;-On return from the interfaced subprogram. Err:r,,.- s

pr:gram behavior may result if the parameter values are altered such that

iey i,-ate Aa "ctnstra:nts t-r 'he 'pe _-f *he ac a:al arame'er

W hen call:rng an ASSEMBLER subprogram, the Ada compiler expe~ts -.he
:contents of registers D2 through D7 and A2 through AL7 to be :eft
unchanged. The ASSEMBLER subprogram must save and restore these
registers if it. or any routine it calls, might change them.
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Scalar Parameters

Integer Types
,,.

The integer types LONG INTEGER, INTEGER, and SHOFTINTEGER may be passed to rnter:aced
subprograms.

When passed by value to an interfaced subprogram written in C, all integer values are sign exte. ed "o
3:-bits and the 32-bit value is passed to C. This conforms with the C parameter-passing Conenticns
Values of type .OV _ INTEGER are pushed onto the stack unchanged. Values of type INTE1E3 E :R
SHORT INTEGERare sign extended on the lc;'t to 32 bits and the 32-bit value is pushed onto the stack

When passed by reference to an interfaced subprogram written in C, no integer values are sign extended
or modified in any way. The 32-bit address of the value is pushed onto the stack.

NOTE

The term short integer has different meanings to Ada and C. A
* SHORT INTEGER in Ada occupies 8 bits, while one in C (a short int or

int) occupies 16 bits. An ordinary INTEGER passed by reference from Ada
to C, must be treated as a short integer (using pointer-to short int)
in C. An Ada SHORT INTEGER passed by reference from Ada to C, cannot
be meaningfully accesd as any type of integer in C at all. An Ada
SNORT INTEGER passed by reference from Ada to C can, however, be
accessid as a character in C lusing pointer-to char). Since C permits
"integer like" operations on objects of type char, an Ada SHORT INTEGER
passed by reference to C, can be successfully used and modified by C (as an
object of type char). This difficulty does not apply to integers passed by
value, as they are all sign extended and passed in 32-bit constructs, as
described earlier.

Np

When passed by value to an interfaced subprogram written in ASSEMBLER, values of type
LONG INTEGER and INTEGER are pushed onto the stack unchanged (as 32-bit and 16-1it values

,- .espectively). Values of type SHORT INTEGER are pushed onto the stack in the high-order (leftmost) 8
bits of a 16-bit field (the low order 8"bit of the 16-bit field are meaningless and should not be accessed).

When passed by reference to an interfaced subprogram written in ASSEMBLER, no integer values are sign
extended or modified in any way. The 32-bit address of the lue is pushed onto :he stack.
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Character Types
b~.i

-k 1N-a -h ar a:er -yes,:nco:nj :he .ed ::. Ie CHARACTER repnJ ea': e ! :n "R..e " T
cnar in C Both the Ada and C types occupy , bits and have the same .nlernal ,ePresentat,_n

When passed by value to an interfaced subprogram written in C, they are extended to 32 bits and t-e

* .4 32-bit value is pushed onto the stack, with the actual value in the low-order rightmost) 3 its.

When passed by reference to an interfaced subprogram written in C, the .alue is unchanged and he
31-bit address of the character is pushed onto the stack.

Character values, whether passed by value or reference to C, can be used directly by the interfaced C
subprogram as values of type char (using pointer-to char when passed by reference).

When passed by value to an interfaced subprogram written in ASSEMBLER, character values are pushed
onto the stack in the high-order (leftmost) 8 bits of a 16-bit field (the low order 8 bits of the I 6-bit f:eld
are meaningless and should not be accessed).

A- When passed by reference to an interfaced subprogram written in ASSEMBLER, the value is unchanged
and the 32-bit address of the character is pushed onto the stack.

* Enumeration Types

Values of an Ada enumeration type are represented internally as positive integers representing their
position in the list of enumeration literals defining the type. The first literal in the list corresponds to an
integer value of zero. Enumeration types with 128 elements or less are represented as short (8-bit)
integers, those with more than 128 elements as ordinary (16-bit) integers. The maximum number of

*values an enumeration type can include (2* 1S - I).

When an enumeration value is passed to an interfaced subprogram, the underlying integer value is passed
as described above for integer types:

* When passed by value to C, th.y are extended to 32 bits and the 32-bit value is pusaed onto the stack.

e When passed by value to ASSEMBLER, a 16-bit value is passed unchanged, while an 8-bit value is
passed in the high-order (leftmost) 8 bits of a 16-bit value pushed onto the stack.

* When passed by reference, the value is unchanged and the 32-bit address of tne value is pushed onto
.e. the stack.

- Enumeration values in C are represented in the same general way as in Ada, but are always expressed as
I 6-bit integers, regardless of the number of elements. When C passes an enumeration value by value, it
are extended to 32-bits with the high-order 16 bits disregarded. Notice that the automatic 32-bit

0 extension performed when Ada passes an enumeration value to C by value, ensures that it will be
represented in the proper C (by value) form.

When Ada passes an enumeration value by reference, however, the value is not extended; consequently,
8-bit enumeration values from Ada cannot be used directly by C when passcd by reference (as C would

B-14
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assu.me the referen-e to be .o a : -t:t ct, ectj kn N-1a -t:t enumerat:c:n passed 'v -e 1:e
however, b.e accessed as a character in C !usina p-inter-to cAhar). Since C permits "Integer :Ike -7ra.
-n ob~ects Iftvye char, an Ada 8-bit enurneraticn value passed by reference to C, can be iuccessfj2.-
_;sei an-' rf2 ;. y C tas in 7bect -f !%pe :" - Th:s _:fficuty jes n.t apply ,) enurerat ,cn % ..

passed ty a i: e. as they are ail sign exvended andJ ;assed :n Sis.as noted above.

Floating Point Types

Ada has one floating-point type, the type FLOAT, which is implemnented in 32-bits with the IEEE
standard representation A Proposed Standard f or Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic, IEE P-54, draft 10 Dl
and which is passed as a parameter with that representation and length. C has both the 32-bit IEEE
floating-point type (float) which corresponds to the Ada FLOAT type, and a 64-bit IEEE floating -- oint
type (double), which Ada does not currently support.

However, C extends all 3Z-bit (float) values to 64 bits (double) when they are passed as parameters or
returned as results. Thus the Ada FLOAT type cannot be passed by value directly to C, nor returned
directly from C. An Ada FLOAT can be passed directly to C by reference, as C does not expect such
parameters to be extended.

It is however possible to pass Ada FLOAT values to C by value and to return Ada FLOAT values from C if
the C routine uses a unicrt containing a float field and an long int field.

A sample C function to square an Ada floating point value follows. The parameter in the C function is
declared to be the union type (the union type has a size of 32-bits, which matches the Ada FLOAT value
being passd). The function uses the float field (M of the union to access the Ada floating point value
and stores its result in a union of the same type. It returns the long int field Wi of the union which

* overlays (occupies the same storage as) the float field and which is returned in the manner in which A-da
expects a FLOAT function result to be returned. Note that neither the float field of the union nor the

- entire union should be returned (the former would be returned as a double and the latter is a C
structured type and would returned in a manner that is not consistent with where Ada expects a FLOAT
result to be returned).

-I typedef union (float f; long int i} ada float;

int squareit (parm)
adaf float parm;

ada float result;

result.f a parm.f * parm.f;

ret-irn rosult.i;

A sample Ada procedure to call the sample C function follows:
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4%*~-EXT :0;

procedure SQUARE-0I is

pi : constant r.L'CAT := 3.1415926;

p,2 FLCAT;

package FLOATER is new TEXT IO.FLCAT_10 (FLOAT);
=,."

function SQUARE (r: FLOAT) return FLOAT;
pragma INTERFACE (C, SQUARE);

pragma INTERFACE-NAME (SQUARE, "squareit");

begin -- SQUARE PI

pi2 SQUARE (pi);
TEXT IO.PUT ("Pi squared

FLOATER.PUT (pi2);
TEXT IO.NEW LINE;

end SQUARE PI;-

iB 1
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Fixed-Point Types

F.~e~- .. . ~t<~ .~ s 7arameers r resut~s Af ,rter: e. s arTr : :>

Access Types

Values of an access type are represented internally by the 32-bit address of the underlving ies,,r .Aei
otject. When an access value is passed by value, this 32-bit address itself is pushed onto the stack, x: en
passed by reference, a double-indirect address athe address of the address of the designated ore;c' :s
;,ushed instead.

'Fe

Composite Types

- When a composite type (an array or record type) is pamed as parameter to an interfaced subprogram, it is
always passed by reference (regardless of whether the mode is in, in out, or out). A component of a
composite type is passed according to its type classification (scalar, access, or composite). The following

* section discusses the passing of composite type parameters.

Array Types

Ada arrays are always passed by reference; the value passed on the stack is the 32-,-it address of the first
element of the array. When an array is passed as a parameter to an interfaced subprogram, the usual
consistency checking between the array bounds declared in the calling program and the subprogram are
not enforced. It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the subprogram does not violate the

. bounds of the array.

A description of array element allocation and alignment can be found in section F. 1 2 of this appendix.

Note that Ada arrays with SHORT NrEGER and 8-bit enumeration type components do not correspond
4. directly with any C array type; however they can be accessed in C as an array of :har. Since the

contents of such arrays are not characters, the C routine must access and modify them as is appropriate
for the actual component type.

String Types

Vales of the ;,edefined type STRIM ire a special case of arrays, and are passed on the stack in the samne
,ay, '-he 32-bit address of the first character in the string is pushed onto the stack.

N:!te that Ada strings do not (normally) end with an ASCII null character, as required by the C str:ng
representation convention. It is the programmer's responsibility to append a null character (ASCII NLL)

5 -lieto the end of the Ada string before passing it to a C subprogram, and if necessary to delete the nufl
character on return.

B-17
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Record Types

L:ke arrays. AJa records are a1A;as passed by reference, the value passed !s the 32 -bit adress :r ,.e ;:rst
component of the record. Hoever. unlike arrays, the individual components c. a recrd may re

reordered nternally by the -.da compiler. Moreover, if a record contains discr:rnirants :or corn ,-s:e
components having a dynamic size, implicit components may have been added to the record.

The exact internal structure of a record is, therefore, not known directly at coding time. Howe'.er The
location of components of a record may be determined with the 'POSITION attribute, which evaluates to
the offset of a record component with respect to the starting address of the record. By passing suh
record component offsets, in addition to the record, Ada record components can be accessed and modif ed
by an interfaced subprogram (although considerable pointer arithmetic, or type conversion and casting, :,r
both, be necessary in the interfaced subprogram).

Result Returned by an Interfaced Function Call

O Only objects of a scalar type or an access type can be returned as the result of an interfaced function call.

All scalar types except FLOAT are returned correctly in a straightforward manner. For information on
returning a value of type FLOAT, refer to "Floating-Point Types," earlier in this appendix.

Potential Problems when Using Interfaced Subprogram Units

The Ada run-time system generates and catches the following HP-UX signals

SIGALRM
SIGILL

-. SIGIOT
SIGSEGV
SIGBUS

Any attempt to trap or ignore these reserved signals by an interface subprogr:n that is not part of the
* Ada run-time system may have unpredictable results (except as described later in this appendix).

Problems can arise if an interfaced subprogram initiates a "slow" system function that can be interrupted
by signal (for example, a read on a terminal or a wait for a child process to complete) or if an interfaced
subprogram can be called by more than one "ask and is not reentrant. If an Ada reserved signal occurs
during such an operation or nonreentrant region, the program may function erroneously.

• .; For example, an Ada program that using tasking will cause the generation of SIGALR. If an interfaced
subprogram .-.eeds to perform a potentially interruptible system call, or if it might be called from more
than one tak a-." is not reentrant, it can be protected by blocking SIOALRM around the system call or
nonreentrant region. Here is an example of a protected read(2) in C:

B-l.8
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#ncllce <signal.h>

,void interface routi)

long mas";

Ad SAGALRM to the list of currently blocked signals (see sigblock(2)).

mask - sigblock (IL << (SIGALRM-1));

... read (...) ; /- or nonreentrant region ./

sigsetmask (mask); /0 return to previous mask */

If any Ada reserved signal other than SIGALRM is to be similarly b' xked, SIGALRM must be blocked at the
same time or already be blocked. When any Ada reserved signal other than SIGARLM is unblocked,
SIGALRMmust be unblocked at the same time or be unblocked later.

Any Ada reserved signal blocked in interfaced code, should be unblocked as soon as is possible, to avoid
uneccessanly stalling the Ada run-time system.

-a,

I
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F.1O Predefined Language Attributes

The predef:ned language attributes are implemented as Jefined :n te Reere ce t noi or the 'j
PrOgrammsng Language. Appendix A, with the following exception.

P'STCRAGESIZE

When applied to an access type or subtype of an access type the compiler produces one of two responses

" If there is no length clause, the compiler issues the warning:

The prefix of the attribute STORAGE SIZE is an access type whichi has no length

clause. The value returned by STORAGE SIZE is always 0.

" If a length clause is specified, the compiler issues the error:

Length clauses are not currently implemented.

F.11 Predefined Language Pragmas

The predefined language pragmas are implemented as defined in the Re!erence Manual for the .4da

Programming Language," Appendix B, with the following exceptions (see also "Form and Effect of

Implementation-Dependent Pragmas," later in this appendix).

Use of the predefined language pragmas

CONTROLLED
MEMORY SIZE

4OPTIMIZE

PACK
SHARED,
STORAGE UNIT

SYSTEM_.NAME

are either ignored without comment (the pragma has no effect) or elicits a warning from the compiler:

This pragma is not currently supported by the implementation.

I
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F.12 Data Type Ranges, Alignment, and Layout

Table F-I. Ranges

Types Ranges

SHORTINTEGER -128.. 127

INTEGER -32768.. 32767

LONG INTEGER -2 147 483_648.. 2 147_483_647

ENUMERATION 32768 elements maximum

BOOLEAN FALSE.. TRUE

CHARACTER 0.. 127 (ASCII. NUL.. ASCII. DEL)

FLOATING POINT -2#1.111 1111 11114 1 I1111 11111#E+127
.. 2#1. 111 1111 1111 1111 __ 1111 11 1ii #E+127

(that is, -3.402823E 38 .. +3.402823E+38)
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Table F-2. Alignment

Types Alignment

SHORT INTEGER allocated on a byte boundary

INTEGER allocated on a word boundary

LONG INTEGER allocated on a word boundary

ENUMERATION allocated on a byte boundary
(<- 128 elements)

.1

ENUMERATION allocated on a word boundary
(> 128 elements)

BOOLEAN allocated on a byte boundary

CHARACTER allocated on a byte boundary

FIXED POINT mapped into one of the three integer types

FLOATING POINT allocated on a word boundary

COMPOSITE may be allocated on a byte or word boundary depending
on the alignment constraints of the components or
elements

ACCESS allocated on a wozd boundary

U,4

,,
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Layout

I Integer T.,pes

SHORT INTEGER, INTEGER and LONG INTEGER are respectively alx, ated 3 bIts, i bits arnA
bits. For a user-defined integer type, the representation chosen is the smallest of the pre eI r.ei
integer types whose range includes the range of the declared type.

2. Enumeration Types Other Than Boolean

A value of an enumeration type is represented by the integer value corresk'onding to its position .n :'.e
type definition (positions being numbered from 0). The values of enumeration types are signed T ..s.
only enumeration types del"ining up to 128 elements are represented in a byte.

3. The Type Character

The type character is represented as a user defined enumeration type of less than 129 elements would
be (integer range 0.. 1 27, corresponding to ASCII . NUL. ASCI I. DEL).

4. The Type Boolean

The values FALSE and TRUE are represented as the unsigned integer values 0 and 255 in a byte.
Although the internal representation of TRUE is 255, the value of 8OLEAN'POS (TRUE) is 1.

5. Fixed Point Types

A value of a fixed point type is managed by the compiler as the value of signed_ ,-ntissa * sru 1.
Signed mantissa is a signed integer. Snll is the largest power of two that is not greater than the
delta of the fixed accuracy definition. Thus fixed point types are mapped into one of the three
predefined integer types.

,, 6. Floating Point Types

A floating point value is represented in normalized 3:-bit IEEE format:

bit 0- sign (most significant bit)

bits I to 8: exponent

bits 9 to 3 1: mant:ssa

7. Array Types

* General case: Elements are allocated contiguously in memory and stored by columns. The size of an
array is the product of the number of its elements and its element size.

0 Special case: Elements with an odd number of bytes are padded so as to start at a word boundary
An exam;le of this is an array, with an element type that is a record. The record contains two
components, of type INTEGER and BOOLEAN, respectively. Instead of allocating these elements
contiguously, all elements are extended with a null byte to make them even sized. Therefore, the
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greater than :. e e:ernent size (in bt tes)

Q Recri T.,-es

Re,;@rd :cn''nents ire ailc ated cont;gucLs.,, ,n merrcrv -,th ho:es ..',se7.ue , et'een -_-- ,

satisfy :heir a;ignment :Onstraints. The alignment _ons:>i;nt A a re ,rJ s the str.)ngest :gr.m.r.

,onstrant f any of Its ccmponents.

Implicit components are components created by the ccmpiler .,ithin a recrd. They .an e ;sed 'K . .-

the record size, array or record descriptor- or variant indexes. The impl..t component Ilr :he re

size is in general laid out at the beginning of the record.

Record components can be rearranged by the compiler to tai e into account ;lignment .onstr r.ts.

For dynamic components, a dope (pointer) is created where the component would normally have -een

'- laid out, and the component itself is allocated at the end of the record. The dope contains the :ffset
from the start of the record to the actual component.

For a record type with variant parts, the common part and each variant part are laid out in the same

way as described above, with the exception that dynamic components are laid out at the end of the

entire record, not at the end of a specific variant part. Variant parts are overlaid when possbte and

holes of previously laid out variant parts are used whenever potible.

* 9. Parameters

When pasing parameters by value within Ada, byte aligned objects are considered as word aligned and

right justified and odd-byte-sized parameters are pamd in even-byte-sized container This ensures
that the stack pointer remains even. (For information on pasmng parameter to interfaced subprograms.

refer to section F. 9 of tiis appendix.)

.Y
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F.13 Compiler Limitations

It is imp, s~itbe to goe eyact numbers for most of the limits gien here

The various language features may interact in complex -ays to loer the

limits given below The numbers represent "hard" limits in simple program

fragments devoid of other .kda features.

Limit Description

255 Maximum number of characters in a source line (*)

4",', 255 Maximum identifier length (,)

15300 Maximum number of characters in a string literal.

1023 Maximum number of compilation units in a library.

3000 Maximum number of identifiers in a unit. An identifier includes enumerated type

identifiers, record field definitions, and (generic) unit parameter definitions.

150 Maximum "structure" depth. Structure includes the following: nested blocks,
compound statements, aggregate associations, parameter associations, subexpressions.

IS Maximum array dimensions. Set to Maximum structure depth/I 0 (')

1 44 Maximum number of discriminants in a record constraint ()

32767 Maximum number of enumeration elements in a single enumeration type (this Itmi!
is further constrained by the maximum number of identifiers in a unit). (')

82 Maximum number of associations in a record aggregate (*)

125 Maximum number of parameters in a subprogram definition )

190 Maximum expresson depth (*)

30 Maximum number of "created" units in a single compilation.

74 Maximum number of nested frames. Library level unit counting as a r:ame.

250 Maximum number of overloads per compilation unit.

. 50 Maximum number of overloads per identifier

J.

- Maximum number of tasks is only limited by heap size.
t-A
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" 3 - I \lax.murm number of bits :n any size ccmputa'icn

t Tere .s i ... t i'n the s:ze iT '., .es .csed an c~erlc'ading resc,:.n .:' _an ;,,ten,:a,.f' C..e 'A~
.,z re Ths .alue :s set at - . nd reflects the number cof possible nter ,reta:,. ns ,1 n ames .n .n.

I ~singie c struct u.nder analysis : the conmpler tprocedure call assignment statement etc

- "* L:rnit net a-foected by context.
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F.14 Specificatio.n of the Package STANDARD

'p EjR- range 2 7 6 S
-e 3- ODT N s range -12S . 127;

:ype L3NX3 14NE'6ER is range -2147,4630-,48

type FLAT isdigits 6 range -21.11111i111M1111111111 .7127

type DURATION is delta 0.02 range -56400.0 86400.0;

end STANDARD;
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APPENDIX C

TEST PARAMETERS

Certain tests in the ACVC make use of implementation-dependent values, such
as the maximum length of an input line and invalid file names. A test that
makes use of such values is identified by the extension .TST in its file
name. Actual values to be substituted are represented by names that begin

with a dollar sign. A value must be substituted for each of these names
before the test is run. The values used for this validation are given

below.

Name and Meaning Value
.

$BIG IDI (i..5 :> "X2345", 6.15116..251
Identifier the size of the 26..35136..45146..55 => "6789012345",
maximum input line length with 56..254 => 'A', 255 => 'i')

varying last character.

$BIG ID2 (1..5 => "X2345", 6.15116..251

Identifier the size of the 26..35136..45146..55 => "6789012345",

maximum input line length with 56..254 => 'A', 255 => '2')
varying last character.

$BIG ID3 (1..5 => "X2345", 6.-1516..251
Identifier the size of the 26..35136.45146.-55 => "6789012345",
maximum input line length with 56.-261128..255 => 'A', 127 :> '3')
varying middle character.

$BIG_ID4 ('..5 => "X23455", 6.1516..251
identifier the size of the 26..35136..45146..55 => "6789012345",
maximum input line length with 56..1261128..255 => 'A', 127 => '4')

varying middle ch:aracter.

$BIG_ NT LT (1..252 => '0', 253..255 => "298")
An integer literal of value 298
-with enough leading zeroes so
that it is the size of the

maximum line length.

C-1
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Im

Name and .,ean-n -Va'ue

- $IG REAL, !.TT 2 > '5 >
A -"' real lit erai that can ue
eitner of flcat'Ing- or f" xed-
pcint type, has value 690.0, and
has enough leading zeroes to be
the size of tne maximum line
length.

E$i.ANKS (=..235 :>
A sequence of blanks twenty
characters fewer than the size
of tne maxttum line length.

$COUNTLAST 2 47483_647
A universal integer literal
whose value is TEXTIO.COUNT'I.AST.

$EXTENDED ASCII CHARS "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" &
A string literal containing all "!$%?@[\]'{}-"
the ASCII characters with
printable graphics that are not
in the basic 55 Ada character
set.

$FIELDLAST 255
9 A universal 4Ir-eger literal

whose value is TEXTIO. FIELD'ILAST.

$FILE NAMEWITH BAD CHARS FILE NAME I3.NGER THAN 1)4 CHARS
An illegal external file name
that either contains invalid
characters, or is too long if no
invalid characters exist.

$FILE NAME WITH WILDCARD CHAR not there/*/*/*/not there
An external file name that
either contains a wild card
character, or is too long if no
wild card character exists.

SGREATER THANDURATION 100 000.0
A universal real value that lies
between DURATION'BASE'ILAST and
DURATION'LAST if any, otherwise

O any value in the range of
DURATION.

$GREATER THAN DURATIONBASE -LAST 100_000_000.0
The universal real value that is
greater than DURATION'BASE'LAST,
if such a value exists.

U
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Name and Meaning V alu._'a_

Z !.TEGAI. EXTERNAL F.E NA"t
An i P,gal ex ...... .. :. e.

STJ.L.EG I. EXTERNAL. FILE NAYS,? "nct tnere/rnc t tn~re!/nc, :.. r'," . .

An !'legal external file name "/._'nct there///"
tnat is ifferent from

A.:$IL:SGALEXTERNALPFLE AXEI.

$INTEGER FIRST -32768
The universal integer literal

expression whose value is
INTEGER' FIRST.

$INTEGER LAST 32767
The universal integer literal
expression whose value Is

INTEGER' LAST.

S$1.ESS THAN DURATION -ijo_000.0

A universal real value that lies
between DURATION'BASE'FIRST and

DURATION'FIRST if any, otherwise
- any value in the range of

DURATION.

. SLESS THAN DURATION BASE FIRST -100 000 000.0
The universal real value that is
less than DURATION'BASE'FIRST,
if such a value exists.

$ $MAX DIGITS 6
The universal integer literal
whose value is the maximum
digits suppcrted for
floating-point types.

$1SMAX IN LEN 255
A The universal Integer literal

whose value is the maximum
Input line length permitted by
the implementation.

$YAX TNT 2 147 4E3 6-7
The universal integer literal
whose value is SYSTEM.MAX TNT.

-
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Name an, eaning Value

-iNA D SUCH TYPE
. A :fae tfa keef~e ue

- cF.eT, S:HOnRT IT, TNTEGER,

D! :DFI.CAT, r 1.jNG INTEGER,
- if :ne exists, otnerwise any

nce:±n ame.

$'4E6 BASED INT .6#F FF FF ED#
- :ased integer literal whose

W rnes t oraer nonzero bt
falls in the sign rIt
position of the representation
for SYSTEM.MAXINT.

$NON ASCII CHAR TYPE (NON NU.IL)
An enumerated type definition
for a character type whose
literals are the identifier

-. NON NULL. and all non-ASCII
characters with printable

. _ graphl cs.

- C-
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APPENDIX D

WITHDRAWN TESTS

C. Some tests are withdrawn from the ACVC because they do not conform to the

Ada Standard. The following 19 tests had been withdrawn at the time of
validation testing for the reasons indicated. A reference of the form
"AI-ddddd" is to an Ada Commentary.

- C32114A: An unterminated string literal occurs at line 62.

. B33203C: The reserved word "IS" is misspelled at line 45.

* C34018A: The call of function G at line 114 is ambiguous in the
presence of implicit conversions.

C35904A: The elaboration of subtype declarations SFX3 and SFX4
may raise NU1ERIC ERROR instead of CONSTRAINT ERROR as expected in
the test.

. B37401A: The object declarations at lines 126 through 135 follow
subprogram bodies declared in the same declarative part.

0 . C41404A: The values of 'LAST and '.ENGTH are incorrect in the if

statements from line 74 to the end of the test.

B45116A: ARRPRIBLI and ARRP?.IBL2 are initialized with a value of
the wrong type--PRIBOO.TYPE instead of ARRPRIBOOLTYPE--at line

.- 4

. C48008A: The assumption that evaluation of default initial values
occurs when an exception is raised by an allocator is incorrect

according to AI-00397.
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? J 9; A: cect .-eclaratons at lines -C anz -J are 'er:.'nat
incorrectly with colons, an end case; Is missing from 1- -.

B-013C: The c ect eclaration in line "o fcl:ws a z: ra:':

b zy cf tnp same declarative part.

B74' 01 : T e cegin at line 9 causes a declarative part t: ze
treated as a sequence of statements.

* C87B50A: The call of "/=" at line 31 requires a use clause for
package A.

. C92005A: The "/:" for type PACK.BIG 1NT at line 40 is not visib>
without a use clause for the package PACK.

* C940ACA: The assumption that allocated task TTI will run prior to
the main program, and thus assign SPYNUMB the value checked for by
the main program, is erroneous.

* CA3005A..D (4 tests): No valid elaboration order exists for these
*" tests.

* BC320C: The oody of BC3204CO is missing.
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